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ENHANCING LIVES THROUGH DESIGN

Product Spotlight
Behind its streamlined design, MandiCasa’s most high-end kitchen cabinetry line
reveals great capacity for inside-outside personalization.

The handle-less cabinet door is 0.86” thick with a modern 33⁰ profile and a flat or
round groove.
Our continuous investment in product development and technological innovation
makes it possible to bring an unprecedented range of textured and smooth finishes
(130) to cabinet doors with this type of profile.

The range includes finishes that use specialized manufacturing processes and
handmade details to obtain interesting aesthetics, tactile qualities, and resistant
surfaces.
Examples are the thermo-treated oak and a series of unique lacquers (some of
which are an industry exclusive) which re-create the look of natural stones, brushed
and reflective metals.

Grigio Fumo high gloss lacquer with door grooves in the same finish. Solaris system
using a micro-laser engraved Plexiglass back panel to light up the open units.

Tall units in thermo-treated oak, island in Rame metallic lacquer, Infinity boiserie in
Beton melamine with metal shelves.

Giallo Zolfo high gloss lacquer with tall units in Ghisa Urban lacquer, created with
metal powder and a handmade “cloudy” effect. On the wall, Size open storage units
in anodized aluminum.
A variety of customizable drawer accessories and storage elements for pantry units,
base cabinets, wall, and countertop complete the design, combining an effortless
organization of the space with elegant lines.

Left: Wing system with pocket doors, custom wall accessories, drawers, and a pullout stainless-steel top.
Right: Modus under-cabinet storage system with optional open and closed elements.

Drawer organizers can come in oak, walnut, wenge’, beech, or white wood and black
metal or stainless steel.
All kitchen cabinets hold the “100% Made in Italy” certification, a prestigious mark
that recognizes the products are designed and manufactured entirely in Italy. Panels,
carcasses, and sliding mechanisms for base cabinets and columns are CARB2
certified.

SEE MORE DESIGNS

The Omicron kitchen is available through MandiCasa's flagship showrooms in Los
Angeles, Miami, and New York, and MandiCasa's authorized dealers in Hollywood
FL, Naples FL, and Costa Mesa CA.
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